
CPAP Adherence: A Matter of Perfect Airflow Curves?

Positive airway pressure (PAP) remains the first-line
treatment of moderate to severe obstructive sleep apnea;
however, the effectiveness of PAP depends on adherence.1

Although regular PAP use is generally defined as 4 h of
use on 70% of days2 and is still the base for reimbursement
in different countries, it is not enough in all patients. Some
people will feel better with 2–3 h of use; however, most
people need more, and there appears to be a linear rela-
tionship between hours of use and impact on sleepiness.3

Nevertheless, a recent systematic literature review, evalu-
ating different PAP trials, showed a weighted mean nightly
CPAP non-use of 36% of the night, based on a 7-h/night
sleep time, whereas 10.7% of subjects were unable to tol-
erate PAP and stopped this treatment.4

Non-adherence is an issue, especially taking into account
that over the last decade, the patient population presenting for
PAP treatment has been changing. More and more patients
with mild sleepiness or without sleepiness are treated because
of the associated cardiovascular risk. Getting non-sleepy pa-
tients to adhere to PAP is challenging. Even the most recent
randomized controlled trials evaluating the effects of PAP on
long-term adverse cardiovascular outcome risk remain dis-
appointing, and, although not proven, poor adherence due to
lack of sleepiness appears to be a reason.5,6 On the other
hand, of Peker et al6 also illustrated that PAP treatment is
feasible in non-sleepy subjects if they receive enough educa-
tion to become motivated. PAP treatment of non-sleepy pa-
tients with obstructive sleep apnea demands effort, and PAP
treatment of patients with psychiatric comorbidity is even a
bigger challenge because PAP adherence was shown to be
significantly lower in these patient populations.7

In this issue of RESPIRATORY CARE, Krakow et al8 evaluate
the use of a re-titration protocol (REPAP) in PAP failure
subjects, of which 70% reported co-occurring psychiatric dis-
ease. This protocol includes technical solutions emphasizing
the handling of mask issues and attempts to eliminate all
breathing events, including respiratory effort-related arousals,
while also addressing expiratory pressure intolerance (to titrate
out respiratory effort-related arousals, higher pressure is

needed, which may induce expiratory pressure intolerance).
In previous work,9 the same authors demonstrated that failing
to attend to respiratory effort-related arousals and expiratory
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pressure intolerance adversely influences PAP adher-
ence. Therefore, in the present patient population, they
performed meticulous re-titration(s) using auto-adjusting
devices, but they manually overrode the system as neces-
sary. Subjects were discharged with these more sophisti-
cated devices and settings, if necessary. To adequately
treat them, often multiple re-titrations were necessary with
switches to different PAP modes.

The use of this protocol led to re-initiation of PAP treat-
ment in 72% of the subjects. Without doubt, it is encouraging
to learn that several of the subjects with PAP failure could
ultimately be efficiently treated with PAP therapy. So, should
we apply the REPAP protocol, including multiple in-labora-
tory re-titrations, for all patients with PAP failure?

Overall, PAP rejection and non-adherence are complex
issues with a myriad of potential etiologies. It is well
established that PAP rejection and/or non-adherence can
be minimalized by educational and behavioral approaches
and by supportive interventions for problem-solving or
troubleshooting difficulties related to common adverse ef-
fects of the PAP mask, pressure, and device.10 It is there-
fore not surprising that a substantial proportion of the sub-
jects in the REPAP protocol, when asked for reasons for
the cessation of their former PAP therapy, mentioned mask
discomfort, inability to adapt to PAP, and adverse effects
from PAP use. However, it is alarming that a large ma-
jority of these subjects verbally indicated that these factors
were not addressed before the termination of their initial
PAP therapy in the original sleep laboratory.

Theoretically, the efficacy of CPAP can be evaluated by
performing a repeat full-night attended titration polysomnog-
raphy in the sleep laboratory or by home testing with thor-
ough review of objective data related to pressure delivery,
leaks, and residual respiratory events from the PAP device.
The latter home testing procedures appear more cost-benefi-
cial. However, it should be noted that each PAP manufacturer
has its own algorithms for the evaluation and definition of
respiratory events and, in the case of an auto-adjusting de-
vice, its own algorithms for the pressure change after a breath-
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ing event. Because of industry proprietary rights, it is difficult
to gain complete insight into these algorithms. The American
Thoracic Society stated in their 2013 report that, based on the
available literature data at that time, only the ends of the
spectrum of residual events (very high or low values) appear
clinically meaningful, and the American Thoracic Society
board asked for the performance of more validation studies
on this topic.2 In this respect, a very recent European ran-
domized study demonstrated a good correlation between the
number of residual breathing events evaluated by a specific
PAP device and the number detected on polysomnography.11

However, the number of residual events was low (due to
meticulous titration of PAP beforehand), and the selected
group of subjects did not present associated sleep disorders,
including severe insomnia, or did not use sedatives or other
drugs that might impair sleep. The latter problems are often
encountered in patients with psychiatric co-morbidities; con-
sequently, we fully agree with the authors of the present
article that in case (re-)titration is necessary in such a patient
population, it should be performed in an attended sleep lab-
oratory.8

The use of the REPAP protocol led to re-initiation of
PAP treatment in 72% of the subjects, with psychiatric
comorbidity present in the large majority. This also im-
plies that 28% of the included subjects did not use PAP in
the end, despite the frequent use of multiple re-titrations.
Therefore, another, and in our opinion highly important,
issue should be taken into account. In patients with, but
also without, psychiatric comorbidity and PAP failure, one
should dare to question the original obstructive sleep ap-
nea diagnosis. A review of the initial diagnostic polysom-
nography could be of major importance. In this trial, the
mean duration of time between the original diagnostic poly-
somnography and the initial re-titration was �5 y; conse-
quently, a new diagnostic polysomnography could be in-
dicated to evaluate whether the diagnosis of obstructive
sleep apnea is still valuable and to detect interfering fac-
tors (eg, central respiratory events and movements). This
diagnostic re-evaluation could also guide the choice be-
tween alternative therapies, including non-PAP options.

Nevertheless, Krakow et al8 showed that a major subset of
PAP failure subjects could be adequately treated, after me-
ticulous re-titration to eliminate respiratory effort-related
arousals and expiratory pressure intolerance. These intriguing
findings confirm data from a previous publication of the same
group indicating that failure to attend to respiratory effort-
related arousals and expiratory pressure intolerance adversely
influences PAP adherence.9 However, the additional benefit
to completely wipe out all respiratory events and to “round”
the inspiratory and expiratory airflow curve needs to be
further explored and demonstrated by other research groups.
Moreover, in the future, more tools are needed to select

those patients who really need to be switched to another
PAP mode and to better guide the initial PAP mode (to
minimalize the number of re-titrations necessary). Mean-
while, it is the duty of every physician involved with pa-
tients receiving PAP to closely evaluate and follow up
their patients and maximally address any adverse effects.
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